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ST4 Teaching - FRCR 2B Viva Session
(8th March 2021)
Delivered By:
(Muhammad Imran)
Summary Points:
•
•

•

ST4 Teaching - FRCR 2B Viva Session: 3 hours teaching time
Total Attendees: 395 from 33 Countries (Australia, Bahrain, Canada, Czech Republic, Egypt,
India, Iraq, Ireland, Israel, Jamaica, Kenya, Kuwait, Malaysia, Mexico, Nigeria, Oman, Pakistan,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Africa, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Tanzania, Trinidad and
Tobago, Turkey, UAE, UK, USA, Yemen, Zambia, Zimbabwe).
Total feedback received from 70 participants
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Excellent session for candidates around the world , Thanks COVID 19 for bringing this wonderful
team like this (Saudi Arabia).
Excellent cases. Thank you so much Dr Imran (India).
Good resource (UK).
Perfect (UK).
Fantastic teaching session, thanks so much for this great teaching (UK).
Excellent. Really helpful session. The feedback on cases at the end of session was awesome
(Oman).
I’m and ST2, and found it very informative. I think allowing seniors to answer the cases is
appropriate, but juniors can still learn a lot from these sessions. Calling it ST4 teaching puts more
junior trainees off (UK).
Excellent cases Very informative (Oman).
It’s to great have an idea of how the viva is conducted and what the examiner expecting (Oman).
Perfect (UK).
Very great session and good feedback from teacher (UK).
Keep this sessions going. Thanks (UK).
Amazing (UK).
Great session, thanks (Egypt).
Thank you for taking your time to teach us (Czech Republic).
Excellent. More please (UK).
Thank you so much for your time (UK).
Great thanks (Egypt).
Brilliant (Bahrain).
Nice session. helpful to all of us. thank you (UK).
Great session. Excellent experienced presenter who clearly understands the exam and how to
pass it (UK).
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Absolutely fantastic!! (UK).
Great teaching (Pakistan).
It was very good (Oman).
Everything amazing (Pakistan).
Awesome lecture (Yemen).
Structured training. Relevant cases. (Egypt).
Pertinent to my practice Helpful in my exam preparation (UAE).
Structured High quality for no cost. (Egypt).
Brilliant cases (UK).
1) classic exam cases and knowing how to structure your approach (2) constructive feedback
(UK).
Cases were amazing (Saudi Arabia).
"Excellent session Engaging presentation with good cases" (Pakistan).
Interesting hot viva cases observing other candidates perform and learning from others mistakes
and strengths (UK).
Really good feedback, wide set of cases. Excellent. Very difficult to read examiner which is
helpful pre exam (UK).
Case discussions are awesome. it gives me how to integrate different finding into a single
diagnosis. Please do such session once every week (India).
The cases were all nice and representative of exam I believe. The feedbacks were helpful (UK).
Excellent Many thanks to Dr. Khan and Dr. Imran and rest of faculty (UAE).
"Thank you so much! Great practice and very grateful for the opportunity. Excellent cases, and
realistic examiner style which is invaluable for preparation. In terms of more sessions, maybe
more sessions from 20th-25th would be good as that’s when everyone will have ultra-focus on
Viva’s after written are over" (UK).
Thank u so much Dr. Khan and team (Pakistan).
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